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Orchestra Plans
Second Concert

thinking PIANO?
HA. PIANO

SEE. theY

The UNM orchestra, under the
direction of Kurt Frederick, will
present the second concert of this
season on ~esday, March 1, at
8:15p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
foyer.
The program consists of Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 and
Brahms' Symphony No.2. Admission by season ticket, UNM Student Activity Card or $1.50 single
admission available at the door.
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60 SPORT

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLES
UNM SPECIAL
BRIDGESTONE 90

Reg. $349.00
NOW $319.00

Bridgestone 175
Reg. $639.:.; NOW $579

MERC. MOTORS

LARSON BOATS

Reg. $419.00
NOW$379.00

2522 MONROE N.E.
PHONE 265-7565

HARRY'S MARINE

UAN ABSOLUTE KNOCKOUT OF A MOVIE!
-Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times

Gymnasts Host

LIS.TEN TO KNMD ·

Colorado College

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Fun Things From

The UNM wrestling and gym·
nastics teams have single contests here Saturday. with the Lobo
gymnastic!! team playing. host to
Colorado State College at 8 p.m.,
and the wrestlers hosting the University of Denver at 7 p.m.
Coach Bob Barney's swimmers
will be involved in a swimming invitational here Saturday b11t will
not be competing as a team. The
Invitational will attract some of
the finest- swimmers in the area
from the high school through the
collegiate level.
8·6 Record
Coach George Gilmore's· gymnastics team dropped New Mexico State and Eastern New Mexico last weekend to meet the visiting Bears with an 8-6 record for
the season. Saturday's. dual will
be the final me~Jt of the year with
the Western Athletic Conference
championships in Tucson, Ariz.,
on March 11-12 closing out the
season.
Gilmore hopes to extend his
winning streak to three although
he has already clinched his first
winning season since the sport
started at New Mexico four years
ago. Colorado State comes to town
with a 1-4 mark over the season
but has two top performers that
finished in the NCAA's top 10
last year. Junior Dave Boland
was ranked eighth in the side
horse with junior Norm Bishop
tenth on the trampoline.
High Hopes
The Lobo wrestlers hope to
move their record to 7-7 at the
expense of the Denver Pioneers.
Last season the Lobos defeated
Denver 22-7 and Denver presently has a 1·6·1 season record.
Marty Lyman (167) continues
to lead the Lobos with an 11-2
mark, followed by Bill Kirby
(152) at 9-2, Jim Gilliam (145)
at 8-2 and Lou Sciarra (160) with
a 7-3 record. Lyman suffered his
second loss of the year against
Utah's 260 pound Glen Cook when
Lyman was ahifted into the
hea.vywelght division in a gamble
against the Utes.

3009 Central NE

Applicants Needed

THE FASCINATING
FRIGHTENING HIDDEN LIFE
OF A YOUNG GIRL'S
UNASHAMED DESIRES!

"A classic chiller of the 'Psycho' school I''
$lain~
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-Time
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. February

CLEARANCE

February 25, 1966

The Student Council is currently accepting applications for
the Teacher Evaluation Committee. Positions are listed for one
graduate student; one freshman;
two seniors; two juniors, and two
sophomores. The purpose of the
committee will be to pick the outstanding teacher at UNM and to
present him with. a reward on be·
half of the Associated Studenta
at a banquet later this semester.

Spur Applications
Any second semester freshman
girl who has a 2.6 scholarship index and two extra-curricular activities is eligible for SPURS.
Membership applications for 6667 will be mailed, but qualified
students who don't receive them
may pick them up in the Dean of
Women's office. Applications will
be accepted no later than
March 7.

I
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Union Bo
Mandated
To Evaluate Functions
Of Del Faddis' Position·

Me~ico

Your Texaco Star Dealer

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD-TOWN
for the

COLLEGE CROWD
RENTAlS

SUZUKI
X-6 HUSTLER
THE HOTTEST liGHTWEIGHT
EVER BUilT
The X-6, with its G..Jl(!ed transmission,
out-performs all other Jigbtwcil<hta and

some beayyweights. AU Suzuki war·
rant:vs are for 12 months or 12,000
miles.

CUSHMAN MOTORS
ALL-AROUND MAN.
BOB SMITH

333 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
265-7953

DRUSS

YES

WE WILL CASH UNM STUDENTS'
CHECKS AS A SERVICE TO YOU
Open Until Midnight - Free Delivery

2142 CENTRAt SE AT YAlE

PHONE 243-5124

uoNE OF THE
INTERESTING, LIVELY AND
EXCITING FILMS IN THE PAST
TWO OR THREE YEARS I"
-Newsweek

VIRNA LISI
JEANNE

Union Board has been mandated by Student Council to prepare and deliver a full evaluation
of the Program Advisor.
In the' report, Council expects
"a clarification of the duties,
powers, and responsibilities of the
office of the Advisor; a detailed
list of conclusions regarding the
value of the office of Program Advisor; recommendations for ways
to improve the ·office and functions." ASUNM Secretary Mrs.
Hazel Ann Isgar reported that
the mandate was made at Wednesday's regular Council meeting.
Council also mandated the Un~

ion Board to investigate "the possibility of significantly reducing
bookstore prices and compensating for the loss in revenue by increases in other areas and revision of policies regarding !'ental of
meeting room space."
A Community Action Committee has been established by Student Council. The purposed of the
committee is to "promote, establish, and administer all programs
of volunteer assistance to the
various community services such
MIKE SANDRY, UNM gymnast, executes a manuever on the still
as hospital work, community cenl'ings during Saturday night's encounter with Coloradl) State wpn
ter projects, and city beautificaby the Lobos. (LOBO photo by Kendall).
tions projects.
Campus Chest plans to use 70
' .f.'
.
.
per cent of this year's donations
on campus, according to Chairman Ellen Coy. She told Council
that the funds would be administered through the office of Student Aids and would benefit students solely according to need.
Essays by students are being
sought for publication in the proThe LOBO editorial policy came space to coverage and announce- dent Publications) had to go to posed Western Academic Associaunder attack from the budget ad- ment of events sponsored by the Student senate and student coun- tion Journal. Topics which will be
visory committee of the Associ- Union and the Fine Arts Depart- cil to approve eve1•ything we do, accepted are "Student Voice in
Formulating University Policy,"
ated Students Thursday night ment,
concieveably they could control "Student Voice. in Administraduring a budget evaluation sesThe committee had the conten- what we Pl'int, "As it is now we tion," and "Student Voice and its
sion.
tion that if more publicity were are independent and are direct Effects in National and. InternaMembers of the committee given to cultural events there representatives of the As'sociated tional Affairs. "Works of fiction
voiced the opinion that the LOBO would be an increase in attend- Students."
and poetry are also being ~ought.
did not devote enough editorial ance thereby reducing need :l':or
Work must be $ubmitted t.o the
-'--~-·
the subsidy given to the programs
Sttidatit Bally offices by March 12~
With UNM Band
Council amended by addition
h:r As:u:>ciatcd student:;.
The statement was addressed
the budget which it approved last
to Dr. William Huber, chairman
week. The NSA Tutorial Progarm
of the Student Publications Board
received $333.13.
during his appearance.
Sam Qairns, Coleman TravelWASHINGTON (CPS) _ A
Huber answered the statements
stead, and Pat Dolan were apshortage of doctors in the Armed by saying, that if total coverage
A bass trombonist who has pointed observers to the UniverForces means that in the future were given every event the stu- played with some of the leading sity Finance Conference to be
t
G
R b
held in Santa Fe in March. Stua new MD ..,1.11 find 1·t very di'ffi. dents would have little more than b d . th
..
an announcement sheet. "I don't
an s m e coun ry, eorge 0 dent
leaders from New Mexico
cult to avoid service, especially think the students want a small erts, will present a program of
colleges
will meet with the Board
with increased requirements durbig band music at the University
ing the Viet Nam war.
town newspaper," he said.
of New Mexico Fine Arts Center of Educational Finance and the
In a move to accelerate the in·
"This argument has come up t•ecital hall, Friday, March 4, at
.
h
year
continued, 8:15p.m.
d uct1on
of doctors, t e Secretary " d after
h year,"
th hed'to
.
1
of Defenes has announced proan eac year e e
r comes
Roberts has played with the
cedures that will require each with his ruler and measures the Stan Kenton, Gene Krupa, and
Army examining and entrance space devoted to each form of Nelson Riddle bands, and is curstation to eliminate'90 per cent of news." The space if totaled would rently on call at the major studios
High school students from
its backlog of physicians within balance out.
'
and television stations in the Los throughout the state will para few months.
Each editor tries to maintain a Angeles-Hollywood area.
tieipate in the annual Senior Day
After that time, each station is balance between the campus, city,
The UNM stage band will ac- on UNM campus March 12.
expected to have completed and state and international news.
company Roberts who is performThe event, sponsored by AWS
processed the papers of any phy~
Questions were also raised ing as a soloist.
will coincide with the annual state
sician eligible for induction with- about remarks made in Wednes~
Admission will be charg-ed and high school basketball tournament
in three days of receiving them.
'day's Student Council meeting tickets ttre available at the Fine March 10-12. Its purpose is to
The army said that any physi- concerning the legality of Stu- Arts box office. Box office hours acquaint seniors in high school
cian who has graduated from a dent publications incurring debts are Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10 with UNM college life. In addiU.S. medical school is likely to without cop.sulting council.
to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. tion to discussions and lectures,
be inducted shortly thereafter.
Answered Huber, "If we (Stu- Saturday hours are 1 to 2:30p.m. tours of the campus are scheduled.
----------~-------------------~----~------~----------~-----

LOBO'S'' Editorial Policy
Is Attacked by Committee

·Armed Forces t..ace·

Trombone Soloist
To Perform Here

Shor'tage Of .MD'S

Annua 1.Sen10r
• Day
Set for March I 0

Viet Cong Hits U.S. Troops Hard

PAISLEY PRINT SHIRTS ................ Reg. $5.00
(To Brjghten Any Classroom)

NOW .......... 2 for $7.00
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

-l line ad., 65o-4 tim.,, $2.00. InoertioM
'

PULLOVER and CARDIGAN.
UP TO 50% SAVINGS
WE CARRY THE PLAYBOY LINE OF SPORT SHIRTS

m1111t be eubmltted by noon on day before
publlc.o.tlon to Room 159, Student Public.o.·
tioM Buildmg, Phone l'-17--tOOZ or Z77-'10Z~
l!OR SALE
'6~ JIUlOIC Tudor, $175.00. Anytime atter
6 p.m. <!all 247·4672. 307'/.r Stanford SE,
2/23, 2~. 25.
(;ooo twd turn!tUre ,;~de by Drexel; 1
bedroom ~ult«-, 1 dlnlnll' room 8ulte, one
Amllll ""bin<>t. ()all It. "· Nmman: omce,
277·3205 or hom"', 266-Gr.n.
2/23·3/10
~·

Phone 242-nOl

-~'"--sY.il:v'rois~

·

T_Y_P_E~W~R~iTiiiii"."•Ries. " repair. Speelal
ratel to UNM atllden!A on all machln...
Free pickup " dellver:v. E .1: E Type•
writer SerVice, 2217 Coal SE, phone 248·
0589.

PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and ...,t:vllng. Sewing and mendlnir. Mfll,
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (elooe to Un!ver·
slty), phone 242-7633,

2214 CENTRAL, S.E.

.
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New
'
Phone 242-0096

'

Open 9 to 9 Daily

Oh well, track seaspn is almost

h~re.

NEXT DOOR TO THE'lOBO THE.'TER

THt{OUGHOUT THE STORE

.... ..

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FRE:EDOM

MEXICO

BUDGET PRICES • • •

SWEATERS.

EW

Sundays 1 to 5

LISTEN
To KNMD

2:10-4:00.
6:00-8:00
11!:00

By United Press International
SAIGON - American paratroopei's have taken. a pounding
fron1 the Viet Cong in a battle
only 20 miles from Saigon Saturday, Some 200 members of the
173rd Airborne Brigade were
dropped Saturday along with another company by helicopters to
sweep the area, They took one .
objective successfully and then
advanced up a hill.
A ·company of Communists
were waiting for them at the top.
When the Americans had almost
reached the V.C. bunkers, the
Communists let loose with mortat·s, machineguns, and recoilless
cannon fit•e. The blast was so
heavy thllt the Americans couldn't
advnnce or retreat.
American planes C!Ouldn't strike
for fear of hitting the pinneddown paratroops. The battle went
on for about six hours at close
quarters, Once U.S. planes could
chance air strikes the Communist!! withdrew.

A U.S. spokesman said that
since the company was still functioning as a unit, the causualty
ton would be listed as "moderate
to heavy."
-o--

Ued China Protests Indonesian
Riots
JAKARTA, Indonesia ~ Communist China has verbally attncked its some-time friend, In~
donesia. The Chinese said that
Indonesinn right-wing forces organized what was called a mob
o£ "hooligans" to ransnck the
Chinese Consulate at Makasar.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry
made the charge in a protest de·
livered to the Indonesian govern·
ment and carried in a New China
News Agency broadcast. The
broadcast snid the attack took
place last Friday.
The commander o£ Indonesia's
Place guard . had some strong
words for mobs as well. General
Mohammed Sabur warned that
any threat to the safety and dig-

nity of President Sukarno will be
met by £orce. Unofficial reports
said that last week the palace
guard opened fire on protesting
students, ldlling five and wounding several others.

Liberal, nre in action in what
amounts to campaign salvos. The
famous London bookmakers are
giving 6 to 1 odds that Wilson's
Labor party will remain in power.

-o-

Anti-American Demonstration In
Santo Domingo
SANTO DOMINGO-Some 200
Communist-led
demonstrators
gathered in Santo Domingo's
main plaza yesterday and celebrated the nntion's 122nd Independence Day by burning the
Americnn flag,
U.S. paratroopers witnessed
the ceremony as part of the InterAmerican Peacekeeping Force
(IAF). The force was placed on
strict alert following a controversial decision by President Hector
Garcia Godoy to rescind an order'
exiling two prominent right-wing
military chiefs.
The move was expected to
spark violent protests among the
Dominican's leftists, and possib(Continued on page 4)

' Britain Expects a General
Election
LONDON ~ Early this week,
Britain's Prime Minister Harold
Wilson is expected to issue a call
for national elections. Informed
sources say the most likely date
for these elections is Thursday,
March 31.
However, Wilson has given no
official word so far on his plants.
He spent yesterday at his official
residence conferring witli party
aides and possibly making the
necessary contact with Queen
Elizabeth to get Constitutional
approyal.
Nevertheless, Britain expects
an election. Already, the big guns
of all three Parliamentary
parties, Labor, Conservative, and

-a--

Legislative Finances Committee.
The conference is sponsored by
the New Mexico Association of
College Stpdent Governments,
and has received the encourage-ment of Governor Jack M. Campbell. Two more observers will be
appointed.
In other business, Ellen Shippy
was appointed to the Teacher
Evaluation Committee. Council
approved a proposal by Councilman Tom Horn to buy a bus for
the use of student groups. The
cost of the bus, according to the
proposal, must not exceed $6,250.
Council must wait a week to officially allocate funds for t}Ie.,..,
purchase.

YD's Vote Drive
Coiled ASuccess
By NOOLEY REINH:EARDT
At last week's Reformed Young
Democrats voter registration drive
the question heard most often in
the Union was, "Are -you old
'·

enough to vote in Ne.w M.e.xic.o'!"'

This

questfon"ieJ~l!tceii

the stan-

tlat·d, "Would you like to register

to vote?" becauSfil of the large percentage of students on campu~
that have not yet I·eac1ted the
legal age of 21 in the ~!tate.
Is Age Deficiency
•
Despite spirited "youths" who
had had their thoughts turned toward the upcoming elections by
the pre-primary nominating conventions and wanted to vote, despite the age defiency, the drive
was termed a "big success" by
club officials.
Well over 300 voters (Democrats, Republicans, and Independents alike) were registered in the
week long campaign. Volunteer
notary publics from the ranks of
the local parties' headquarters,
representatives of various candidates seeking election, and interested citizens volunteered their
services to be on duty to notarizs ,
all the registerations.
Everyone Helped
When the registration traffic
was the heaviest, students of
many affiliations joined ih helping the RYD's with the project.
Students belonging to Young
Democrats, Young Americans for
Freedom, and Young Republicans
were seen helping at the booth
from time to time in what all
called "a worthwhile project."
A typical conversation at the
booth went something like this, "I
would like to register to vote."
"We would Hke to register you,
are you 21 ?" "Would you believe
28?" "No." "Well anyway I'm a
." "Yes, we know that
good
you are, but you must be 21."
''Can I register for the 1968 ele0110o
tions?" "Not yet.'' "Say do you
need any help t•egistering the
voters?"
And so gained the RYD's many
volunteer and enthusiastic helpers.
'."

Who's Who Pictures
All students who were selec·
ted for Who's Who in American U riiversities and Colleges
who have not had their pictures
taken for the Mirage should
call Barbara Knott at 243-0204
after 6: 00 p.m. before Friday.
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Briefs
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Residents to Pick
Boord Executive

Ta/ks on Urbanization Set
A series of Sunday night ·discussions on Albuquerque and the
growing •problems of urbani;;mtion
began last" night at 7 p.m. at the
UNM Geneva House, 1820 Las
Lomas Rd., NE.
Sponsored by the United Campus Christian Fellowship and the
Lutheran .student Assn,, the discussion series will b~ing many
representatives from local educational, social, and political institutions to the UNM campus.
Tonight's discussions on the
city of Albuquerque, will be led
by W. W. Atkinson, former city
commissioner and president of

the
Albuquerque
Community ·
Council, and Richard Heim, Bernalillo County Manager.
A panel discussion on "When is
Education 1", will be conducted
March 6. Moderator will be Dr.
Albert Vogel, professor of educational philosophy at UNM.
Other participants are Desi
Baca, principal of Riverview
school in Barelas, John Hoback,
Del Norte High School principal,
Tom Lockwood, coordinator of
New Programs, APS., and Louis
!3aavedra, principal of the Technical-Vocational Institute (TVI),
The discussion will begin at 7
p.m. in Geneva House.
"Who is Public Welfare 1", is
the topic of th~;~ panel discussion
to be held the following Sunday,
March 13, Geneva House at 7
p.m. Moderator will be Dr, David
Varley, UNM professor of sociology.

City Resident~>' Council will
meet tomorrow night in the New
Mexico Union theatre at 7•30
N. ominations for a vacant p. ~si~
t
. Ion on the executive board will
be held and CRC programs that
.are now underway will be cont"mue d..
·
----i>• Plans Will Be Dis~:usscd
A clinic :for trombonists and
The new constitution that was
brassplayers, under the tutelage approv~d by Senat~ for UNM last
of bass trombonist George Rob- · week will also be discussed as will
crts, is scheduled for March 4 at :futur~ plans for the organization.
UNM.
·
A so~tal get-together will be planThe session is set for 4 P m ned m the near future for city
Later that same evening Robe~t~ st~dents an~ com!"ittee .positions
wil !join the University's stage W!M be appomted.
band for a concert appearance.
om~ of· t~e CRC programs
Roberts has p]aycd with the that W!~l be disc~ssed, ?ther than
.
.
a e
Stan Kenton, Gene Krupa and the ~oc1al funct10n, will be stu- . A chapter of Chi Delta Phi, naNelson Riddle Bands. Cur~entl
dent.s boo~ exc~ange progra!D, tiona! literary honorary :for
he is on call at the major fil~ serviCes :fot married students, dts- women, could possibly be estabstudios and television stations in count bus rates, !lnd summer pro- lished on campus for those interthe Los Angeles-Hollywood a a
grams (both social and workmg) ested in writing;
----i>re · for the S)lmmer.
,
A grade point of at least 2.5 is
COVERED WAGON
The executive board of that or- necessary. A faculty sponsor is
The Society of Sigma Xi has ganization will meet at 8 p.m. needed. Those interested in helpSEE INDIANS MAKE
scheduled a. lecture by ~olonel today· in the Union, Rm. 250-A, ing establish a chapter, contact
TURQUOISE JEWELRY
R~!Ph Pennmgton, of Ktrtland and all the general council mem- Margery Rose at the UNM News
Air Force Base, :for March 1st at bel.'S are cordially invited to at- Bureau in the Journalism BuildOLD TOWN
S p.m. in Mitchell Hall.
tend.
·
CoIone1 P cnnington will speak ~~--~------------------~~~n~g~"----------~------------~~~~~~~~
~
9
on "The Role of Computers in
Modern Science." Sigma Xi is the
science research honorary.
Greek Week-..the time set aside
for a series of special fraterni"ty
d
an sorority events-will be observed MM·ch 13th to the 19th.
Go-chairman for the week's
:f
unctions are Anne Jarvis, of
Kappa
Gamma, and David
. Kappa
f
PhI.11Ips
o Phi Sigma Kappa.

·::.

'

'

I
~

r
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Writing Honorary
May Be Cre t d

-·

'·
THE INDIA DISPLAY, as
seen above, Jlroved to be one of
the more popular attractions of
the night. Above at right, one
of its members, Bipin Vora, intrigues a child with tiny ivory
reillicas of the traditional In·
dian elephant.

Other panel members are Dr.
Benjamin Branch, medical director, Bernalillo County Planned
Parenthood Assn,; Michael Hanrahan, assistant area supervisor
for the l\few Mexico State Board
of Probation and Parole; Anthony
Florence, Harrison Jr. High
Schoo) faculty member and officer
in the NAACP, and Margaret
Sullivan, social case worker, Bernalillo County Welfare Dept,
There is no admission charge
:for the discussions and the interested public is invited to attend.
LISTEN TO KNMD

Spt;!Cial Announcement
10% discount on
pr~>•entation

qf ·l.D.
Includes aU brand
name merchandise,

----i)-

Monday-February 28th-the
Poverty Program will be subject
of a lecture on campus.
The speaker will be Doctor lrv·
ing Lazar, consultent to the U.S.
Office of Economic Opportunity.
His appearance here is being
sponsored by the Newman Forum.
The lecture will be open to the
public at no charge. Program time
is 8 p.m. The place-the New Mexico Union.

''

I

----i)-

'

~

Doctor Kurt Frederick, UNM
music professor, directs the UNM
Orchestra in cons;ert next Tuesday night.
.
The orchestra will perform in
the foyer of the Fine Arts Center.
beginning at 8:15. Stud•mts will
1m admitt.<ld by activity cards.
Tickets for other patrons will be
sold at the door.

•
1
t
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Festival Ref/e. cts Color Customs
.

I

t
I
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'

Two members of the UNM
faculty are among the outstanding lithographers featured in the
1966 edition of the publication
"Lithography.''
They are Fine Arts College
Dean Clinton Adams and Professor Garo Antresian. The two men
established a lithography workshop at UNM two years ago and
each has received wide recogni·
tion for his works.
--oAccording to comptroller John
Perovich, it is now costing eleven·
hundred-five dollars per student
to educate students enrolled in
UNM.
Perovich said students fees account for about 23 and a half per
cent of this cost. The remainder
is made up from state appropriated funds. Next year, because
of rising costs, the average cost
per student is projected at about
11-hundred-50 dollars.
However, tuition next year will
remain at $168 a semester for
in-state students. The charge for
out-of-state students will rise
from the present $843 a semester
to $896.

)

~
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Foreigners Host
UNM's Students
&
r

ABOVE, TITO RIVADENEIUA and .
.. .
. t"hc · .
'o1 their J~cuadorian display to a visitor. Above
at ieft, the Meltican display of hostesses Elena Campillo and
atamoros is seen to full :ulvantage. And al. ahO\'e right, anthr':mology
student Richard Lang receives a lecture on Israeli culture from hostesH Jane Zion.

By PY.}'rE J{ENDALL
The fourth annual International
Festival, sponsored by the International Club of UNM, produced
many enlightened "foreigners" as
well as an abundanco of proud
hosts and hostesses :from the
various countries.
Among the countries represented were the Arab lands, India,
Iran, Brazil, Mexico, the various
Latin American. groups, Kenya,
Ecuador, the Unit.ed Nations, Isreal, and Cuba. Exhibits provided
n vast amount of information :for
students attending and depicted _
the true native customs of the
respective countries.
Following the booth displays
of the Internationalists, the program was givctt over to tho acts
performe<l :for. !ll'estridgc and
prizes by these students, Among
the acts presented wm•c the "Arabian Nights" by tho Arabian Stu·
dents Association, "La Vnsijf de
Burro"· by the Ecmtdorinn stu· dents, .,American" Folk ·Songs by
tHe. Castle. Gate ·Singel!s-, ·"The -Ox
.Dunce" from ..Scandina.~in' .by "Oy·
stein Lilliskare and John: Bnlcns,
and "El Punta" by the Pnnnmnn·
ian students,

'

-

General EleCtric is an easy place to work.
All you peed is brains, i~nation, drive
and a fcurly rugged constitution.
·

----i)-

.u
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The newly enacted G.I. Bill of
Rights is expected to be an added
factor in the University's enrollment growth .in the next :few
years.
IJ'he new legislation, waiting for
the President's signature, pro·
vides federal assistance with college finances for veterans who
have served 180 days or more at
hol'ne or abroad since 1955. A
number of students now attending UNM will be eligible for benefits under the measure. And, it is
expected that· many more will take
advantage of the . legislation to
get a college education.
The program will place an
extra strain on the University's ·
counaeling and testing service.
UNM bas a contract with the
Veteran;s Administration for testing New Mexico veterans bOund
for higher education rep:rdlesa
• f , , , tqf._. ?lh!l~ tt,ey plan to attepd

,

ICDOOo

Oh, yes. Something else that will
help you at G.E. is an understanding of the kind of world we live in,
and the kind of world we wUl live in.
There's a lot happening: The
populati~n is continuing to explode.
The slraill on resources is becomin8
alamlitlg. At a time when men are
bcinslured by the .mysteries of

•

•

space, we're faced with the task of
making life on earth more livable.
There's a lot happening at G. E.,
too, as our people work in a hundred different areas to help solve
the problems of a growing world:
Supplying more (and cheaper)
electricity with nuclear reactors.
Controlling smog in our cities and

.

,.,

pollution in our streams. Providing

better street lighting and faster
transportation.
This is the most important work
in the world today: Helping to
shape the world of tomorrow. Do
you want to help? Come to General
~lectric, where the young men are
Important men.

11'1-.. /$ Dw Mwll,.,., lis;.,
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WORTHWHILE TAXATION
THE BOND ELECTION March 8 on the proposed
Bernalillo County-Indian Hospital Expansion and the establishment of a Comprehensive Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center brings a matter of great urgency before
the public.
BCI is responsible for the care of not only the medically
indigent Qf the CQunty but also the Indians of this region.
The Federal government offers matching funds on a proposal such as this one.
A few facts will suffice· to show the desperate plight
· of the hospital; it is licensed for 204 beds, but has up to
222 beds frequently filled; it has facilities designed to handle 10,000 outpatient and emergency visits a year, but in
1965 it was flooded with 63,718; its set up for 94,000 labtiratory tests annually, but last year had to fill a demand
for 349,000 tests; and equipped to make 14,000 x-ray examinations, it handled 23,000 examinations in 1965.
AI.-80, TO MAINTAIN its accreditation by the joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals which issued
at the last inspection the stipulation that 'the hospital
alleviate the space shortage the bond proposal must be
passed. Without this accreditation, the hospital cannot participate in Medicare, continue the intern-residence program
or continue the affiliation with the University Schools bf
Medicine and Nursing.
The loss of those programs would be unthinkable because it would seriously impair the quality of patient care.
We, therefore, see no other recourse but to accept the tax
increase for the good of our hospital. The amount of"th~~;
tax increase would be about $1.17 for property of $10,000 ·
".!llarket value.

CAMPUS CURE
THE STUDENT COUNCIL made a significant decision
last Thursday on the trend of· current student government.
They rejected a proposal for a full-time, $4,800-a-year man
to act as permanent administrative· assistant to the student
body president.
While we realize that one of the biggest problems facing student government is the lack of continuity, we don't
believe that the addition of full-time posts such as the one
rejected are the answer. Instead, we believe the continuity
cure lies with student government, itself, and especially
with student political parties.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT should emphasize a fresh~
p1en: recruitment program and adopt policies on appointments that would tend to p5petuate these recruited individuals in government for their four-year stay with out
institution.
One suggestion, for example, would be for Student
Publications Board. The business the Board handles is mostly of a complex financial matter, the intricacies ·of which
first year members seldom can grasp. The solution, here,
would be the mandatory requirement or two freshmen and
two upper classmen of whom at least two should have been
past members.

LIQUOR LOSE
WE HAVE TO chalk up two for the liquor lobby. As
predicted, the Republicans managed to get around to recs_mmending a repeal of the liquor price-fixing laws in their
pre-primary nominating convention in Santa Fe last weekend.
The only bright spot was that a growing number of
county conventions had urged the Resolutions Committee
of the state convention to recommend repeal. The committee
suggested passing the proposals along to the summer platform convention.
Perhaps, the committeemen felt the issue too hot to
handle and didn't want to lay their political careers on the
line one way or the other. Or, perhaps, the liquor lobby is
losing a little groun~ in face or a continuing grass roots
movement against the Fair Trade Liquor Laws.
--Jim Jansson

'D.angerous·' Drug Is Used as Therapy

Could Demonstrations
s·ec0 me pas t Events?.
·

JO ANN BAILEY
On Sept. 14, 1964, a series of
student demonstrations brQke out
on the Berkeley campus of the
University of California. The initial cau:;;e wall. an administrative
ruling which shut off an al·ea on
campus previously used to contact
students about off-campus political and social activities.
Students reacted immediately.
Although i;heir right to political
expression had not been effected,
the feeling was that the ruling
was an infringement on freedom.

.

peared from the Berkeley scene,
but other groups have replaced it
-a Vietnam Day Committee, a
Sexual Freedom Forum, and others designed as protest groups.
Since that series of incidents of
a year and a half ago, many colleges and universities across the
nation have faced similar, although smaller, demonstrations
and a growing feeling of what is
loosely called "student um·est."
The tendency for students to feel
like educational afterthoughts has
led to frantic attempts to be heard
and to be acknowledged.
The number of student societies
whose stated purposes are to expose in,justice, force discussion
Letters aTe. welcome, and
and activate the campus in genshould be no longer than 250
worda. typewritten, double
eral
is increasing daily. Their
spaeed.
Name,
telephone
fields of concern have spread from
number and address must be
Included. although name will
strictly campus affairs to governbe withheld upon request.
ment foreign policy and Civil
rights. Students have l!een conspicuous in their participation in
meet Mr. Bundy. You two have anti-war
marches, draft card
much in common.
burnings
and
civil .rights protests.
Will Miss Van Delinder try
A group known as the Student
again? I read CONFUSION four Nonviolent Coordinating Committimes and. ended in a state of.
tee (SNCC) has issued a stateYour truly,
ment denouncing government polThomas Stuart
icy in Vietnam as "deceptive and
and expressed suphypocritical"
FREEDOM?
port
of
all
those
"unwilling to reDear Editor:
spond
to
the
military
draft!' An!-William H. Burnett says he
other,
the
National
Council of
expected to find a prevailing eleStudents
for
a
Democratic
Soment of liberality on the editorial
ciety,
has
announced
plans
to
page of the Lobo when he subsponsor
various
vigils
and
teachscribed" ( ? ) and was amazed to
ins during the next year.
find conservative opinion there.
Certainly, then, students can
2-Mr. Burnett was "quite favorably impressed" with the other feel absolved of the stigma is the
tag "the silent generation," which
editorials.
was
hung on college students of
3-ln view of his having found
the
1950's.
Concern over student
his view represented, Mr. Burunrest
has
resulted in positive
nett cannot claim that the Lobo
by
administrators
and facmoves
is one-sided.
4-What then, is his com- ulty members who are coming to
plaint? It is only this: that the realize the profound effect that
other side is also represented. the mechanization and impersonThis righteous advocate of differ- alization. of university life are
ence of opinion is apparently ad7 having on students.
But, students say, it is not
vacating freedom of opinion for
enough just to realize. Something
his side only.
must be done. And so they are
Sincerely,
Esther W. Nelson faced with what to do next. There
are those who would go on demonstrating long after the injustices have been pointed out, just
as there are those who would go
on killing after the battle is won.
Now, some time after that
"The following Albuquerque
Berkeley
uprising, students are
merchants are participating in
becoming
increasingly suspect
the Student Discount Service:
among
their
non-student contem·
A-LDeep Rock Service, 501 Yale
poraries.
Charges
of intellectual
S. E.; Baron of Beef Restaurant,
conspirsnobbery,
insurrection,
112 Romero N. W.; Fashion
acy,
immorality
and
the
like are
Cleaners, 1349 San Mateo S. E.;
being
aimed
at
the
once
"silent"
Jeanette's Originals, 4821 Central
generation.
N.E.; Maisel's ·Indian Trading
The memory of the Watts dePost, 510 Central S. W.; Nash
vastation,
the killing, of civil
Office Machines Co., 3491 Central
N. E.; Nickel's Business Ma- rights workers, the mounting tenchines, Inc., 5204 Lomas N. E.; sion over Vietnam have all
Super Service Station and Tire worked to fray the nerves of the
. Co., 401 Fourth N. W.; Tops 'n American people. And all disturb•
Bottoms Shop, 2227 Central S. E.; ances tend to be lumped together,
Louis VrattQs Jewelers, 2920 Cen- regardless of source. It is times
tral S. E.; Jack Wohl, Optician, like these that bring out the old,
old attitude of "if you're not for
220 Fourth N.W.
Details on discounts offered me, you're against me." Patience
may be obtained from bulletin and vision grow short.
In view of this situation can
board outside the office of
demonstrations
continue to conASUNM Vice-president Dick
tribute
anything
worthwhile?
'Baker Student Identification Card
Students
may
find
it
prudent to
must be presented at the time of
turn
their
energies
away
from
nurchase.
marches and sit-ins and strikes,
and instead try to bl'ing home the
points they have made by throwing in with administrative officials. Now that the issues are out
·
in the open, mere repetition of
(Continued from page 1)
ly lead to a left-wing boycott of them through demonstrating is
redundant and may be harmful.
the scheduled June elections.
Student initiative can be an im·
-a-pressive force when mobilized.
Humphrey and Kennedy
Some may say, "Fine and dandy,
Comment on War
WASHINGTON- Vice. Presi- but discussion alone won't get it
dent Humphrl!y and Sen. Robert either.'' But how can it do less
Kennedy exchanged . · comments than street demonstrations? Now
yesterday on Viet Nam policy. that everyone is aware that the
Kenendy appeared on CBS's' student has a voice, he 'l!hould use
Face the Nation and Humphrey it. If the majority of students dis~
an hour later on ABS's Issues agree, the dissident one should not
try to "persuade" through force.
and Answers.
When it was over, it was hard Fot·ce is good only to a point and
to tell exactly how the two Demo~ then people back away from it.
crats diffl!red. Both agreed on If it continues to be applied1 they
over-all Vietnamese policy but get angry• .
Hopefully, students will be will·
differed on emphasis.
ing
to apply as much sweat to
Their remarks came as the Sen·
solutions
and the :frustations in
ate was preparing for a crucial
finding
them
as to protest, now
week of debate on the Administhat
the
time
for demortstration
tration'~;~ nearly $5-billion arms
has
passed.
bill for Viet Nam.

Then the Free Speech Movement
(FSM) was started, demanding
an end to the ban on campus political recruitment <~nd freedom
from any regulation of student
political activity. On October 1
several thousand students protested the arrest of a FSM member who had been sent to test the
ruling by soliciting funds for a
civil rights group.
Administration and FSM b<~t
tled for some time, but on Dec. 8
an agreement was reached in
which nearly all FSM demands
were granted. FSM has disap-

Letters
CONFUSION?
Let us hope that it· will not be
another year and a h11lf before
the Board of Regents approves,
as I m·ge, the speaker statement
of policy.
Mr. Bundy, there are vets on
campus now sans Gl bill of opportunities. Those among us with
any measureable sincere respect
for the Stars and Stripes are
awat·e that our favoring SNNC
(did the LOBO goof or didn't Mr.
Bundy even bother to find out
whom he warns?) causes is not
prerequisite for their legitimate
expression or demonstration. I do
not believe any mockery of our
flag was intended by the people
of SDS; although I suspect them
of succumbing to demagogic Madison Avenueism in designing their
vigil motif.
Ah, so now I know that liberality is whatever favorably imP~!!sses·Mr. Burnett. Mr. Burnett,

Ex~GI's Receive

Aid for Education
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)A new veteran's assistance bill
that will pay ex-G:I's up to $100
a month while they are in school
has passed Congress and is now
awaiting the President's signature.
The bill, applicable to men who
have served since 1955 for six
months or longer, would pay the
basic allotment for the same number of months a man served, up
to 36 months. Thus, if a man
served for 36 months, he would
receive help toward his education
for three years.
A student with dependents will
receive an additional allotment of
$25 per month for each of his
first two dependents.
Assistance will be available on
June 1, i966, for students who
will be in school for the entire
month. Students not attending
summer sessions, but returning
for the fall quarter should apply
just prior to their return.
An estimated 240,000 students
per month will participate in the
program.
A staff member of the Veteran's
Affairs Committee said that the
education portion of the bill will
use $327 million of the $358 million appropriation, with the remainder to be used for housing
and medical care.
The Korean War education
benefits for ex-G:I's ended in 1955
and men have been discharged
from the service since then without assistance for schooling or
readjustment to civilian life.
Congress has proposed several
bills to remedy the situation. One
of the important questions in
drafting the bill was who should
be ineluded in the provisions.
Some Congressmen :felt assistance should be provided only to
. men serving in "hot spots" such
as Vietnam and West Berlin.
Finding a definition of "hot spots"
proved a problem however 'and
the bill was exte11ded to all service men.

Merchants· Offer
Discount Rates
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information, he said. The results
By HARRY ENGEL
are a misinterpretation of the new
Collegiate l)ress Service
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-LSD, information, commonly called an
an hallucinogenic drug respon- hallucination.
Thus, a pencil will no longer be
sible for the dismissal of two Harseen
as a pencil; it may be "misvard psychologists, is currently interpreted
as a dangerous weapbeing used by a University of on," Dr. Marrazzi
This reMinnesota medical doctor to re- fleets the-abnormalsaid.
performance
stot·e normal and abnormal per- in an ill person's mind.
formance in the nervous system.
Marrazzi conducts his expedAlthough small doses of the •
ments
in an 8-foot high, square,
drug can do severe brain damage
windowless
"room" with three
if improperly used, it is being
walls.
administered here in medically
Upon entering the room, the
supervised
conditions
with
volunteer
for the experiment
screened subjects- and can cause
"room" first; it has
notices
this
no harm, according to Amedeo S.
sections
that
compeltely cover the
Marrazzi, pharmacology profeswalls,
ceiling
and floor. A yardsor in charge of the experiment.
long
wooden
bar
attached to the
Marrazzi said the danger is in
far
wall
can
be
rotated
clockwise
the misuse of LSD as in the case
or
counter-clockwise
by
a dial
of the two Harvard professors,
and
it
is
connected
to
an
electriTimothy Leary and Richard
cal recorder.
Alpert.
The volunteer sits in front of
The pair's unapproved experithe
"room" and puts on a pair of
ments with the drug sent two student volunteers to mental hos- goggles. He is instructed to use
pitals. Mentally unbalanced per- the dial to rotate the bar in order
sons can sometimes go completely to keep it parallel to the floor. He
does.
insane ~nder the drug.
But after a moment, the floor
Marrazzi's experiment, approved by the UM College of is no longer parellel to the bar; it
Medical Science's advisory com- is now inclined downward to the
mittee on the use of human vol- right and the volunteer must adunteers, wjll not harm a person's just the bar until it is parallel to
mental equilibrium because of the floor again.
Dr. Marrazzi explained that the
sevear !safety factors, he said.
All volunteers are subject to a lenses in the goggles produce the
variety of medical checks, in order weird effects with the floor.
But shouldn't the volunteer
to find those with "potentially
alarming disturbances of mental have seen the weird shape as soon
as he donned the goggles?
performance."
No, the doctor explained. This
Volunteers are given a p~rson
ality inventory test and are is a point of the experiment:
screened by the clinical psychol- human perception tells us that
ogy as well as by Marrazzi's test rooms are square, with floors .and
team. The volunteers also may ceilings parallel to one another.
be checked out with Psychiatry Not until the brain "tired" did
Department when there is any it allow the volunteer to see exdoubt about using them as sub- actly what was transmitted to the
pects.
LSD, short for d-lysergic acid
diethylamide, is derived from a
fungus which grows on the grain
of wheat and rye.
If taken in excessive doses, it
produces weird effects: vision and
perception are altered drastically.
Om.• 11ees tlte world, as Time magazine described it, in "wide-screen
three-dimensional vision," sometimes in Technicolor. Thought
processes are released from their
usual restraints so greater insightS may develop, including
deep spiritual .feelings.
One Harvard student, after a
session with the expelled professor, was almost killed as he
walked in front of Boston rushhour trallic. He said he thought he
was God and that nothing could
touch him.
Dr. Marrazzi said the aim of
his experiment is to find out how
the nervous system handles the
impulses of mentally ill persons.
By impeding the flow of impulses
plus speaker & installation
with LSD, he can imitate the situation in a mentally ill person's
brain, he said.
Marrazzi. said LSD first interferes with normal perception,
which operates through the memory part of the brain. Here, stored
information is compared to new
We have just received a full
information received through the
shipment and now have a comfive senses mid the brain interplete stock of Tia Juana Brass.
prets this. When" a person first
sees a pencil, he t•ecords it; he will
use his memory to recall what a
pencil looks like and is used for
the next time he confronts one,
Auto Stereo Cartridges
Dr. Mart•azzi said.
LSD "closes the door" of trans·
$3.98
mission between memory and new

eyes by the lenses in the goggles.
During this time, the recot•de;r
has recorded the d!'lgree the ba:r
rotated. This is known as the
degree of distortion,
The volunteer is now given ~
small dose of LSD and subjected
to the same experiment. Again,
the degree of rotation is recorded.
In comparing the two experimcnts, it is discovered that during
the LSD test, the intensity of distortion (how well a person can
integrate his memory with the
new information) is low, the docto rsaid.
Dr. Marrazzi said his experiments with LSD could provide a
b'l'eakthrough in the diagnosing
of supposedly mentally ill people,
assessing the efficiency of present
psychiatric treatments, and determining who is mentally unbalanced.
Cautious experiments on this
controversial drug are also being
carried on elsewhere. Some feel,
as does Dr. Marrazzi, that clinical
experimentation with LSD and
other hallucinogens may open a
whole new field in pj;ychiatry and
psychology and in the treatment
of mental disturbances. But opinions are sharply divided.
Dr. Sterling Bunnel Jr., a resident in psychiatry at the Mount
Zion Medical Center in San Francisco, lists four criticisms pf the
drug:
-Usage of the drugs causes
phychosis. The experimenter who
takes. the drug himself allows it

to subtly influence his judgment
and objectivity.
-It causes passiveness, introspection, and a dreamy state,
- Vat•ious religious practitioners regard it as sinful to explore
feeling and emotion outside the
church. Many subjects relate the
psychedelic experience to a religious conversation.
-.The long-term effect is unknown.
Dr. Marfrazzi claims that the
drug can be used safely, however,
and claims his experiment proves
his assertion. He also ppints to
the successful use of LSD in a
controlled experiment with 5,000
person sat the Los Angeles Veterans' Hospital.
Psychotic reaction lasting over
48 hours was reported in less than
two-tenths of one percent of the

structure in its journey to height.
ened awareness a~ui jmproved consciousness . • . with this artificial
aid, I could once again open my
eyes to the beauty in details and
nuances of color.''
But psychiatrists Jerome Levine and Arnold Ludweg writing
in Comprehensive Psychiatry cautioned against any use of LSD
"just for fun." They wrote, "The
funmaker who takes it for a 'kick'
most seriously jeopat·dizes his career as a human being."
So the controversy continues
over LSD: mediCal blessing or
curse. Most likely it can be both.

....

thinking PIANO?
SEE theY
H4 PIANO

cases,

A student who had used LSD
wrote of his experiences in the
Daily Californian, at the University of California at Berkeley, He
sadi that adults had lost the ability to think about the world in
the terms of a child.
He added, "Fortunately, for us
adults there is an avenue, however
temporary, which bypasses social
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Have astronauts
made pilots old hat?

Stereo Tapes
for your car

Tape Player.s

from $59.95

Tia Juana Brass

Get Yours Now
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NSA to Sponsor
Pacific Delegation

· The United States Nation~l·
Student Association (USNSA) in
coopct;ation with the Department
of Sttttc is sponsoring a Student
!>cadet' Dclc~ation this·summcr to
N<1W Zeuland, Australia, and Japan.
Pri01· to dcpartut•e of the delegation, a briefing and ot•ientation
session. will be held in Wat~hing
ton D.C. Bcttet• understanding
with Pacific ltrea students and
their letu:lcrs is the t>Ut,.pose of
the delegation.
Applications can be obtained
in the NSA oflictl in the Activities
Conter. 'J'he deadline is March ·
15. Six students will he chosen
and also six altcmatcs.

Reel to Reel
singles
twin pack

$6.95

$9.95

SOUND by

Open Friday Nights

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255·1695
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from the start than on the Aerospace Team- the

Sure, the boys who go
• off the "pads'' get the big, bold headlines. But if you
want to fly, the big opportunities are still with the
aircrafi tho! take off and land on several thousand
feet of,ronway.
Who needs pilots? TAC does. And MAC. And SAC.
AndADC.
There's a real future in Air Force flying. In years to
come aircraft may fly higher, faster, and further than
we dare dream of. But they'll be flying, with men
who've had Air Force flight training at the controls.
Of course the Air Force also has plenty of jobs for
those who won't be flying. As one of the world's
largest and most advanced research and develop·
ment organizations, we have a continuing need for
scientists and engineers.
Young college graduates ln these fields will find
that they'll have the opportunity to do work that is
both interesting and important. The fact is, nowhere
will you have greater latitude or responsibility riqht

U.S. Air Force!
Interested? The place to find out more is at the
office of the Professor of Aerospace Studies, if
there is an Air Force ROTC unit on your campos.
Ask about the new 2-year AFROTC program avail·
able at many colleges and
universities. If you prefer, mail the
coupon below.

r------------------,I

1

Officer Career Information, Dept. RCN 62,

1 Box A, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
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MAKE THE EVENING·
MEMORABLE-RENT A TUX!
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COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus·
penders, Hondkerchief, Studs, Cuff.
links, Tie and Boutonniere,

Glenn Yarbrough
Glenn Yarbrough will appear
at the UNM Union ballroom,
Tuesday, March 1 at 7. and 9 p.m.
The Stanyan Street Quartet and
comedian Biff Rose will appea1· on
the same program. Tickets are on
sale at the university ticket office
in the Union, Riedling Music
downtown, and Record Rendezvous Winrock.

RETAIL STORE MANAGEMENT?
The W. T. Grant Company offers men an interesting and chal-

As against having beautiful
workshops, studies, etc., one
writes best in a cellar on a rainy
day,-Van Wyck Brooks.

lenging opportunity in its MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
to prepare for store management and later executive positions
in o rapidly expanding company, unusually high income poten·
tiol, good starting salary. First assignment in or near your home

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Fun T~ings From

MEXICO
3009 Central NE

town. Interviews Wednesday, March 2. Register at your placement office and request o copy of "W. T. Grant CompanyYour Career"

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

AFTER '!'HE BALL I~ OVER: Ff!otsore initiates of Phi Mu,
newly re-mstalled .s?r.ority at the Umversity of New Mexico, come
to. the end of festJnties. From the left are Marsha Rowdabaugh
Elizabeth
Elder and Marilyn Ramshaw
'
-

.

;'Desk' Executives
, Resign in ~~eeting

The Mirage Needs to Identify These Students
r'

'

.

(Editor's Note-The fpllowfour-part series was originally
written for the Michigan Daily
by Betsy Cohn, a Daily Staff
writer, after extensive interviews with Cuban refugees in
Miami.)
By BETSY COHN
Collegiate Press Service
(First in a series of four)
As millions of Americans rest
safe and secure, the majority of
them remain oblivious, uninformed or misinformed of the international turmoil occurring in
this country-in Miami, Fla., just
: 90 miles from Cuba.
In Mi'ami there are thousands
F of Cuban refugees who have spent
~ the past seven years resettling
' in hope of finding new occupations and working to free their
families from Cuba.
· However, like any alien culture,
the Cubans wet with difficulties
when they first began to come to
the United States; thus, they
stayed in close proximity to each
· other as well as to their homeland with hopes of soon returning.
' As a result, Miamians have spent
the past few years sharing two
cultures with their new Cuban
neighbors.
Sections of the city have be, come concentrated with Cubans;
- Cuban restaurants, stores, movies,
! night clubs, newspapers and radio
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SWEET AND HOT
By Pete Kendall
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Coleman Hawkins . . . Lester
Young . . . Ohu Berry . . . Don
Byas ... Ben Webster. Even the
~asual li~tener .to the saxophone
m today s . mamstream jazz is
aware of the importance and influence these five musicians have
had on their followers.
It is with a great deal of pleasure, therefore, that we review
"Influence of Five," a nicely
packaged commodity from Mainstream Records, a company
carved from the well stocked
catalog of the now defunct
"Commodore Jazz Classics" series.
In . the record the five afore
mentioned saxophonists are represented by some of the best reed
work ~vailable on wax anywhere:
Hawkms on "Smack"; Young, "I
~ot Rhythm"; Webster, "Memortes of You"; Berry, "Stardust"·
and _Byas, "These Foolish Things.!.
Rtght down the line, all of
these featured masters may be
recognized by their :fantastic talent
. .
h"tp and phras. s l·n . mustcmns
mg: Yet, other contributors to the
vanous groups must not be overlooked. Roy Eldridge for exaf!!ple, in his two appearances
with ~erry and single solo with
Hawkms on "Smack/' shows why
he was billed "Little Jazz" of
the trumpet in the late thirties
and ..forti~s .. Too, ex-Ellingtonian
C?otte Wtlhams contributes sigmficantly to Hawkins' "My Ideal."

And not to be overlooked Slam
Stewart is a law unto him~el:f on
his bowed bass.
Kansas City is also well represented with the additions of late
trumpeter "Hot Lips" Page and
Basieites Dickie Wells, Eddie Durham, J o Jones, Freddie Greene
and ·Walter Page.
'
All in all, this record has considerable merit, along with its
equally valuable companion volum': "Tenor Hierarchy," a collectiOn of tenor saxophonists of
the same vintage. Both, without
a doubt, would be considered
good additions to the ·jazz listener's. library and show again why
mamstream small group jazz of
the :forties is considered by many
as the most exciting of all hot
music.
·
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Engineers to Hold
Satellite Lecture
A colloquium featuring John R
Qougherty. director or contract
administration for the Dikewood
Corporation as speaker, is being
sponsored by the UNM department of electrical engineering.
The lecture will be held in
Room .201 of the electrical engineering building Monday, Feb. 28,
at 3:30 p.m. Dougherty will speak
. on the significant achievefuents
during seven years of U.S. space
research and applications in communications satellites.
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Clip thllld end bring It aut to
th•
onry $5 one of
our ilclnlld Fllibt Instructor
pilots will tlk• ,oil up '" the
•sy.to-fty Cessna 1150, end turn
thecontrolsovertoyou. He'll lit
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stations. Exiles relate that these is twenty-fifth in the ratio of the Miami. ''The American goy~rn
ment moves by public opmton,
parts of Miami are models of pre- number of crimes to population.
as is evident of the influential
Castro days in Havana. (This
Do the Cubans feel resentGallup Poll. It is. important for
reporter was feq ·a .story ·as well
ment toward Americans far the
Cuban people to have the as.
the
as a Spanish lunch at an outdqor
Bay of Pigs fiasco? ''La culpa
sistance
of American awal'eneas
replica of one of Havana's outdoor
no caya en las quelta," replied
·
and
action."
cafes.)
Raoul Menocal, ex-Mayor of
Unlike . many alien cultures
There is no doubt that Miami
Havana, member of the House
which seek 1·ef~ge in this country,
is
living in a· ~t~volutionary age;
of Representatives, Minister of
the Cuban ex1les do not reprethis is obvious in its schools
Commerce and past senator.
sent one faction which had to take
(where classes are being taught
"The blame cannot be vut in
its particular beliefs. and doc.
in Spanish and English); on its
one place," he explained, "it is
trines elsewhere, but rather, a
streets (where signs point " a Ia
a strange feeling of resentc1·oss section of ideals, philosoderecho" to the l'ight) and on its
ment; the Cubans sometimes rephies and customs. In Cuba they
newsstands where newspapers
sent Americans, and Americans
varied from low and middle class
such as Zig Zag Libre, outspokat times resent Cubans; never·
enly feature. a bearded pig being
to .aristocracy. In the U.S., exthelesl!;, we are grateful for how
taunted by knives and snearl!. The
senators run amusement parks,
Cubans have been received and
ex-mayors are grocers and former
in turn Americans are grateful
headline reads "Todos Quieren
members of the cabinet are
to Cubans for economic reaMatat AI' Cochino" ("Everyone
bankers.
sons. Now we want Americans
Wishes to Kill the Pig").
In Miami, they have divided
to be informed."
among themselves into exile
To keep the United States well
groups of laborers, professionals informed is also the aim of
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
and proprietors, all working to- Alfredo Gonzalez, a law student
Interesting Things From
ward the same aim: tp return once
at the University of Miami, a
again to Cuba.
Nevertheless, while the Cubans member of the Bay of Pigs invaremain in Miami, they will be wel- sion, and past president of the
3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
_comed as a boost to the economy.
Statistics show a large decrease B~r~ig~a~d~e~2~5~06~,~an~e~x~i~le~g~r~ou~p~i~n~~-~-~5-~~--~~~~~===
in unemployment since 1958;
CtiNICAL PHARMACY
apartments and hotels which remained vacant throughout the
PH. 255-1647
5002 GIBSON B~VP. S.E.
winter are now full all year long.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
The federal government has
welcomed the Cubans as addi~
tiona] taxpayers( as well as major
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M, STUDJ:NTS.
contributors to the inflow of capital, and as important factors in
PRESCRIPTIONS SICK ROOM SUPPLIES RENTAL AND SALE OF
the decrease of Miami's crime
rate. Seven years ago Miami was
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS.
fourth in the nation; today Miami
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A special meeting of the Latin
American Desk was held on Friday evening, Feb. 18.
During this meeting the resignations were accepted of board
members Robert Haladay and
Eduardo Suarez. In a special election that was held, Anabel Stafford and Bill McHugh were elected to the Executive Board. Eddie
r,owandewas elected President 'to
succeed Robert Haladay who was
voted to ex-officio status.
The regular meeting time of
the Desk has been changed from
Wednesday :at 12:30 to Sunday
evenings at 7:30 in the Student
Union Building. There will be two
general meetings a month which
will be held on the second and
:fourth Sundays of the month.
Programs for the semester will
include guest lectures, discussions
and movies of Latin America.
Special events will be a dance
to be held on April 16th at the
Hilton Hotel and the annual
springtime barbecue. The Desk
will also participate in the International Festival on the 27th of
February.
Scholarship aid to Latin American students was further discussed.

Inn

The
303 ASH NE
DIAL 243-2881

DEDICATED to service to the
University student body, administrators, alumni, faculty
and staff.

ORGANilATION$ - plan your
parties and meetings with us.
Complete facilities for bon~
quets, dances, lectures, conferences and group meetings.
THE LOW COST will be a
pleasant surprise.

YOU CAN EAT at the COLLEGE INN for $60 a month.
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COME WHERE THE ENGINEER IS BIGGER

Food Convention
Will Be Held He~e

Bigger because there's need for the individual at LlV Electro·
systems, Inc. That's how we've built our success: on the
performance of individuals. Opportunity is bigger. Rewards
are bigger. And our engineers like it that way.
You're with a big organization. LTV Electrosystems, a sub·
sidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., has plants in Dallas,
Garland, Greenville and Arlington, Texas, and Greenville, S. C.
And this vast complex, with its wide range of resources and
capabilities represents LTV's largest electronic activity.
There's big work involving big projects at LTV l:lectros"ystems:

Food and nutrition as viewed
by experts in such fields as an·
thropo!ogy, economics and sociology will be the subject of a two•
day conference, Feb. 25-26, at
UNM.
In attendance will be college
teachers from Arizona, Colorado,
southern California and New
Mexico, representing the Pacific
Region South.
Ruth B. Harris, professol' o.f
home economics at UNM, is serving as geneml chairman of the
session. It will represent the 11th
annual conference of College
Teachers o£ Food and Nutrition.

space/air /ground electro-magnetic reconnaissance and sur·
veillance systems; command and control systems;"high·power
radar and radio; nuclear detection and surveillant:e equip·
ment; information processing and display systems; super
power equipment; VLF transmitters; commercial r~dio trans·
, mitters; guidance systems; antennas; weapon systems, satel·
lite tracking systems. And more.
There's room for you here. Room to breathe •.. grow ..• live.
You're given a job and you stay with it from concept to hard·
ware checkout.

Assignments are bigger, too, in RF. Systems Analysis ... RF Circuit Design ••• Digital
Circuits Design .•• Digital Systems Analysis .•• Weapon Systems Analysis •.. Guidance Systems
.•• Radar Systems •.. Antenna Systems Design ••. Mechanical Packaging ..• Mechanical Systems ••• Electt·o Optics ... Scientific P1·og1·amming •.• plus many more for EE, ME, Aero, ·
Physics and Math graduates.
For complete information about a career with LTV Electrosystems, contact your Placement Office, then
schedule an interview with our representative, Or write College Relations Office, LTV Electrosystems,
Inc., P. 0. Box 6118, Dallas, Te~as 75222. LTV is an equal opportunity employer.

CAMPUS.lNTERV:IEWS·:.

FRIDAY, MARCH 4

SOUTHWESTERN SKYWAYS
CORONADO AIRPO~T, NE

to us until we bave lived it-Johnlr,l*'~1·•, ..... ,
.. ,.,.,ritdma] fti.~~. -trr ~~r"'t'l .
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Miami Shores Culture With Cubans

DIAL 247-4347
J

England now has a new art
maga;;;inc. The publication is de·
voted to self destructive art,
paintings that dribble, statues
that crumble and other works of
art that blow themselves up.
The magazine is pUblished on
special paper that desintegrates
fou~· weeks after it has been
painted.
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Lobos Drop Games; Sophs Dominate
Utes lead Conference Arizono Baseball
_The UNM fresh~an golf team
lost to the Los Altos gol:f association in a dual meet Saturday &t
the Los Altos course.
Frosh Mike Goodart, Roswell
City champion who played his
high school golf at the New Mexico Military Institute took medalist honors with a one-under-par

Chambers also brought down 17
By PAUL COUEY
LOBQ• Sports Editor
t•ebounds. The Utes out-rebounded
New Mexico dropped further New Mexico, 55-44 (including
into the depths of the Western team rebounds). Daniels led the
Athletic Conference cellar last Lobos with 10.
weekend by losing two games to
New Mexico's over-all record
BYU, 89-60, and Utah, 97-85.
The loss against BYU was· one is 14-8, The Lobos talce on two
of the worst defeats ever suffered more Western Athletic foes this
by a King-coached team. The loss Friday and Saturday to close out
to Utah on Saturday night as- the season when A1•izona and Ari71.
·
sured the Utes of at least a tie zon~J. State travel here.
l'IEW MEXICO
fc,a ft·a .. b pi lp
While the frosh were playing for the championship with AriHoover
1-3. 11-0 l! 1 2
zona. The R<adskins have a '7-2
Morgan
3·5
0-0 5 4 6
at Los Altos another freshman record with only one game reDaniels
10·23 5-8 10 3 25
Monro•
111-19
3-5
1 3 23
was tying the course record at maining, that being with BrigPatterson
111-23 3-:1· 9 4 23
Johnston
1<3
3<3 2 5 5
the San Mateo Golf Center. Lobo ham Young at Provo this week.
Howard
0.1
1-z 2 1 1
Rose
0-0
0.0
0 0 0
sportswriter Nooley Reinhardt
Arizona Has a Chance
team
7
Tolals
35-'1'1 lS.%1 44 U 85
Arizona (5-3) remained mathefired a four-under-par 24 SaturUTA!{
f~·a fl•a reb pi tp
matically
in
contention
with
a
Fisher
li-13
1-1 7 % 11
day on the par 28 course to tie
MacKay
b-14
11-1 7 2 I6
91-80
victory
over
Arizona
State
Cbamben
11·21 B·ll 17 4 30
the course record.
University at Tempe. The WildTate
3-5
3·6 2 0 9
J•ckson
9-16 2-3 1 3 20
cats remaining games are on the
Late
1·3
1·1 2 1 3
The varsity golfers did not see r6ad with New Mexico and WyoOckel
,
3-3
1·f 3 2 7
Cunnln£ham
0<3
1·2 3 o 1
action over the weekend, but went ming furnishing the opposition.
Black
0·2
0.1 2 1 0
Day
0-0
0.1 o o o
Utah would have to lose at
to Socorro to practice for the New
team
5
BYU
and
Arizona
would
have
to
Mexico Intercollegiate tourney
4G·80 1148 5S 15 M
Totals
New Meslee __..,.._ ..._
'4! 43-85
win both games on the road to
coming up this weekend.
Utah - - - - - . . . .
5S 42-97
capture a tie for the championAttenaonce - 5388
The University of Arizona re- ship. If this happened, a represen,NEW MEXICO
f«~a
mained, at least mathematically, tative body of the WAC athletic
fl·a reb. pf fp
Morgan
- - 4-7
3·74111
in the race for the Western Ath- commission would chose a team to
Monroe
3·11 0.1 5 5
6
represent
the
conference
in
the
5-69215
Daniels
5-21
letic Conference basketball title
Johnston
- - 5-7
2-32512
Saturday night by defeating .Ari- NCAA playoffs.
Hoover- - - - 0-7
0.1. 1 3
0
~ Patterson
5-13
stayed
close
to
the
The
Lobos
1·34411
zona State 90-80.
Howard
1-2
1·1
0
0
3
Brighams in the first half. But
Rose
1-4
11-030
2
.
ourwltz
- · - o.o
0-000
0
with just over six minutes remainDupree
0·1
0
.
1
1
1
0
In other WAC action Saturday ing, the Cougars out-shot UNM
Sponho!lz
- - - 0-0
01 0 0
0
team
night Brigham Young defeated 24-2, taking a 56-39 halftime lead.
lP
Totals
_
.•...J4-'13 12-24 39 21 so
Wyoming (both of whom are out BYU hit 63 per cent in that half.
BRIGHAM 'I'Ot'!iG
fJ:·Il ft.a reb, Pf lp
of the WAC race) 98-90.
The Cougars out-rebounded
Roberts · - - - 5-8
7·7 5 4 17
Kramer
---10·13 3-4 9 4 23
Lob!ls Out Rebounded
The UNM swimming and wrest~:~fka - - 3-6
iis 4-4
~~ 1i1 4~ 10
~.
New
Mexico
56-39
(including
Congdon
ling teams both won dual meets
HUI -..._
- - ..-____
· - · - 2-3
1-3
0-0
Jim..
4·5 3
1 0
3
82
Saturday night at Johnson Gym. team rebounds) to give the Lobos
5
1
o
Raymond
_
0.1
~1
2 1
The gymnasts beat Colorado State one of their worst beatings on the
James _ ........·-··-·· 0·3
~
2
RuUner ---·-- 1<3
0-0 1 0
2
College 161.15-154.50 and the boards this season, Jim Eakins,
Schouten - - - 0-0
0-0 o 1
r
the big 6-11 center for Brigham
team
12 ~
wrestlers won 20-16.
Totals
..
31.0 %7•32 S6 23 I!
Young,
brought
down
13.
Mel
Marty Lyman continued in his
New
Mesleo
-···-·---··--29 35-8!
31Brlrhoht
YoWir
............. _ , _ 54
winning ways pinning his man Daniels had nine for the Lobos.
Attendance ..,. 1D.234
Daniels had one of his coldest
after putting on his usual exnights
of the year hitting only 5
hibition of poising and visiting·
of
21
from
the field. He had 5 of
with the fans.
6
from
the
line, though, and still
In the gymnastics match CSC
dominated the first place positions led Lobo scorers with 15 points.
Steve Kramer and Dick Nemelin many of the events but still
ka
tied for scoring l1onors for
lost out to the Lobo squad that
BYU
with 23 each. Kramer also
had fine showings in the second
brought down nine rebounds.
and third place positions.
Utes Hit 61 Per Cent
The story was a little different
New Mexico's Clarence Robinson is a finalist for the Albuquer- against Utah, at least scoring
que Athletic Club's athlete-of-the- wise. The Runnin' Redskins hit
61 per cent from the field in the
year award.
ADVERTISING RATES:
first
half for a 55 point margin. 4CLASSIFIED
The winner will be announced
line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertiona
But
the
Lobos
stayed
relatively
must
be
submitted
by noon on day before
Thursday at the annual banquet
publication to Room 159, Student Publica•
at Western Skies. The other final- close with 44 of their own.
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
New Mexico came out in the
ists are Jim Guymon of Valley
FOR SALE
High School and Zoilo Dominguez second half to out-score Utah, GOOD used furniture made by Dre1<el; 1
bedroom suite. 1 dining room suite. one
nf the University of Albuquerque. 15-3 and close the gap to 58·57.
smaU cabinet. Call R. D. Norman: office,
Robinson is the Lobo track star However, Utah went ahead by 19
277-3205 or home, 25G-6577.
2/23-3/10
who won the national collegiate from that point.
PERSONALS
FLYING-Flying at the cost of oharing
long and triple jumps
Chambers Had 30 Points
expenses (about $5.00 per hour). LEARN
the basics of flight theory and application.
Jerry Chambers led the RedCall Wade Helm, 247-1125.
Kentucky and neighboring Tex- skin attack with 30 points. New
SERVICES
as Western remained the only Mexico got good point production
TYPEWRITER
sales & repair. Special
tWo undefeated college basketball from their inside men as Jim Patrates to UNM students on all ""'-""inea.
teams in the nation with wins terson, Mel Daniels, and Ben MonFree pickup & delivery. E A E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243Saturday night.
roe got over 20 points each. Dan0588.
The Miners whipped Colorado iels was high with 25, followed
and creative alteration•
State University '72-55. Kentucky by Monroe and Patterson with PERSONALIZED
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mn.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (c!Gse to Univerooat Tennessee '78-64.
23 each.
o

Last year Arizona State's baseball squad was the NCAA Champion. Eight regulars or near regulars from that team signed profe:;sional contracts. Replacing
these men are mostly sophomores.
Coach Bobby Winkles' squad
kicl<ed off the '66 season with a
win over San Fernando · State,
beginning a three-game season,
Swept Series Before
Last year the Sundevils swept
the series from SF State but
could not complete the task this
year. They won the first two and
then lost the second game of Saturday's doubleheader.
Winkles does not see how his
current squad could possibly be
us strong as the '65 version. Gone
are pitche1•s Jim Merrick, Ron
Leu and Alan Schmelz, who had a
combined record of 31-6. Rick
Monday (cf) and Luis Lagunas
(2b) won All-America honors and
Sal Bando (3b) was named Most
Valuable Player· in the College
World Series. Catcher Tony Alesci
was team captain ,and his understudy, Ray Stadler, was probably
the best second string catcher in
the nation, hitting .382.
Potential Is There
"We're young this time," said
Winkles, "but the potential is
there. We'll start a sophomore in
the infield (Jack Lind at 3b) and
one in the outfield (Reggis Jackson, and five of our eight pitchers at·e :;ophomores."
In other baseball action Arizona
!>plit a Saturday doubleheader
with Cal Poly of Pomona. Arizona
took advantage of Cal Pol's errors
in the first game to win the opener
10-5.
Then Cal Poly came back and
won the nightcap 5-0.

WhaYs.Showing?
MONEY TRAP' TAUT, POWERFUL DRAMA OF DETECTIVE
IS DRIVEN TO CRIME BECAUSE OF HIS WIFE'S EXTRAVAGANCE

Shirts and
FORTREL® and cotton

sity), pbone 242-7533.

Anyone who sees Metro-Goldwynabsorbing new drama, "The
Money Trap," isn't going to forget
it in a hurry. For this new Max E.
Youngstein production has some of the
most power!ul characterizations ever
brought to the screen, enacted by Glenn
Ford, Elke Sommer, Rita Hayworth,
Ricardo Montalban and Joseph Cotten.
It's a story that could happen and
probabl~ has happened more tpatt ortce
in real life-that o£ a man driVen to a
crime because of his wife'S extravagance. In this instance, the situatiort is
more tautly dramatic and ironic
bcc;lUSe the man, Joe Baron (Ford),
a homicide detective whose freespending wi!e,, Lisa (Miss Sommer),
puts him in a desperate spot after he ~as
exhausted all means of borrowmg
money.
Mayer'~

The 'Money Trap' is
showing at the
Kimo Theater down.to·wn\ff%2

---
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Jonson Gallery Sets
New Visiting Hours

By LARRY WERNER ·
Colegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON-. "Yankee 6 .0
Home" feelings will become increasjng)y prevalent in Latin
America if. the United States: does
not change its policie~ there, ac· cording to a series of SJ,Jeakers at
a student ·conference on Latin
American. affairs hel?· ·lie;re.
·
Featured speakers at the conference were Sacha Volman, one
of the leaders of the democratie
reform movement "',in Latin
America and a co-founder of the
International Institute for Labor
Research; William P. Rogers, a
Washington attorney who was
"deputy coordinator of tho!:· Alliance
for Progress during the Kennedy
administration; John J. Johnson,
a professor of history at Stanford
University and a consultant on
Latin America for many firms;,
Estaban E. Torres, the InterAmerican Representative for the
United Auto Workers; Dan Kurzman, Latin American correspondent for the Washington Post; and
Frank Mankiewicz, Peace Corps
Regional Director for Latin
America since 1964, and formerly
director of the program in .Peru.
Lose Contact
Sponsored by the U,E. National
Student Association and the Collegiate Council for the United Nations, the lectures were designed
to acquaint students from all over
the country with the problems
faced by Latin America.

Student Discounts
Are Now Available
Details on discounts offered
may be obtained from bull~tin
board outside the office of ASUNM
Vice-president Dick Baker Student Identification Card must be
presented at the time of purchase.

UNM Orchestra
The UNM orchestra will present a program of Beethoven's
Symphony No. '7 and Brahms'
Symphony No. 2 under the direction of Kurt Fredrick on Tuesday, March 1 at 8:15p.m. in the
Fine Arts Foyer. Admission is by
season ticket, student activity card
or $1.50 per ticket, available at
the door.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
Central E., Albuquorquo, Now MoKic<of
Phono 242·0096
Your Tex~co Star Dealer

··..

Face Stiff Cuts

From Committee

MJro
®

PE

From dawn to disco'thl~qlle,!
they're really with it ... Permanently pressed 50% Fortrel P.Oil:::
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy !rom
early classes to just-one-morefrug at midnight ... and they're
guaranteed for one year's normal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
full range of colors and styles.
SEE iiMOI'I 2ol 1 SW
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS & SLACKS
or write

MhroWll'a~mgll<ell"
350FifthAvenue,NewYork,N. Y. 10001

Reform through social developm~nt was seen as an .attempt. to
brmg up-to-date a population
which is becoming increasingly
urbanized yet retains a traditional
Jack of any effort in communitywide action. It is at this lack that
a large part of assistance is being
aimed, for it is necessary to show
people how to exert themselves
as well as teaching them the basic
skill:;; necessary in any industrialized society,
Change Not Effective
This change, however, cannot
be effective in a society in which
teachers despise· their students
and doctors their. patients, teh
speakers argued. Thus, it becomes
necessary to do more than build
a school. There must also be an
education for the. teachers, so that
the old will not be continued. And
it is in this area that ·American
aid meets its greatest problems
simply because those in powe~
cannot cross class lines to begin
the work at hand.
In a population that is reformminded candidates must be reformists to win free elections.
The speakers said that Latins feel
that the U.S. favors any dictatorship which backs it, and will support a government of this type
before one democratically elected
but left-leaning. They argued that
this hinders popualr support for
American policies and noted that
the trend in Latin American governments is running against the
United States.

Governments today, it was felt,
are increasingl_y more responsive
to popular des1re, and when peopie are active things get done.
Thus, they felt, that the U.s.
should take a chance and support
governments sucl1 as Juan Bosch's
in the Dominican Republic rather
than claim that these governmetns are inefficient and unstable.
They pointed out that democracy
guarantees self-government, not
good government.
.
Kept _Ahve
,
Th~ spea~ers ctte~ the stude~ts
role m Latm Ameri~a. a::; a VItal
one. ld~as about pohtwal reform
and soCJa) deyelopment ~axe Jon~
been kept ahve _by L?~m Amer!c~n stud~nts. T~ls pohtwally act!VIS~ att~tude IS enc~u~~ged br, ··
their society. Under this system
student sare exl?e.cted to J?ght as
th~ loyal opposition t? distatorships, and .serve as agltat?rs _for
the revolutiOn yet to come m time
of democracy.
It was, however, noted that the
students expect to achieve their
aims before graduation, ~hich
lea~s to hasty and often VIOlent
act10n.
Student goals tend towards political more than social reform.
In this respect, they are satisfied
only by a reformist, democratic
government. They feel that the
U.S. in its frequent support of
military junta::;, is supporting the
existing order, and this dissatisfaction comes to the fore in the

.

for mof
·Ameri~anismr tl'tf'
speakers sa
~~~
Reg ·. ~..lit...._, \,:

~

·1-1.

~"''mn>f'\\~

It 'Yas, there
• .
ested
that. the U.~. couldrega~n a large
portion. of It~ pop~lar lma~e by
supportn~g fmrly elect~d regimes.
From this base, t~eye ·was but a
shor~ st~p to arnv1ng at a determmation that the e~t~nt ~ our
support for t~ese admimstrattOns,
and the soCial deye!opmen~ and
reform ~:~ccompanymg them, 1s the
~xtent ~fat we_ will not. have ~o
defe~d our mterests m Latm
Amenca.
Student reactions are especially
impm;tant in the light of the fact·.;.:: .•~.
that the population of Latin
American countries is the' youngest in the world. T~is groul? will
tend to look after Its own mterests, which means that government muts be increasingly concerned with providing education
0 na seal~ ~itherto unseen a:nd j_ob
opportumt1es for a population mcreasingly attracted to cities without a proper industrial base.
Industry, as an economic base
is sorely, , lacking, a problem
which Latin Americans have been
gnown to attribute to the presence of American busines giants,
which choke out 40 or 50 smaller
companies. Even so, these companies do not follow their American parents in the use of specialization, which prevents adequate
training of the labor force and • ·
creates a lack of skilled personnel.

0
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Budget Requests.

Frugging

The mo;;;t frequently stressed
point was tha~ the United ~tate::;
should recogmze tha1t there IS not
"a Red under every .bed" in most
of' these countries. It was suggested· that the non-Communist
left should be recognized as a constructive group.
This group, comJ,~osed mostly of
intelligentsia serves as "idea
brokers.'' As. such they perform
· an indispensible service, according
to the speakers. If the u.s. does
not take note of this, it stands
to lose contact with the power
structure over the long run, they
generally agreed,
Resent Names
The intellectual left, it was
pointed out, would be willing to
sacrifice some of its ideas in exchange for recognition of Latin
America as something other than
a monolithic entity, Most of the
countries being called "underdeveloped" in light of their cuitural histories, and, as was
pointed out it is often more important to 'deal with expressed
needs rather· than real ones at
least at the start.
'
Leftist groups are crying out
for a change in the anachronistic,
almost feudal social system that
is, the Spanish heritage. In this
lopsided arrangement it is noted
that local officials can ignore a
city slum because "nobody" lives
there. This means that they have
hod no dealings with the inhabitants and are able to avoid any
reform programs in this area.
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Crashing
Pubbing
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Policies Are Resented by Latin Am 'tJ,iu~~ .,

New visiting hours at Jonson
Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas Rd. NE,
are in effect, Curator Arthur
John::;on said.
The gallery, located on the
UNM campus, will be open from
noon until 6 p.m. · daily. Previou~ly, visitors were welcome
from 10 a.m.
Currently ·on exhibit through
Feb. 25 are paintingtJ, drawings
and medals by Richard Kurman,
Albuquerque • artist. This show is
his seventh one-man exhibit at
Jonson Gallery since 1948, a record unequalled by any other exhibitor.

Cramming
Clowning

wl!~liTl~ll®lf

.

Numerous
special
interest
groups have come before the
budget advisory committee of the
Associated Students during the
budget evaluation sessions. Requests for money from the Associated Students to buy magazines
and to bring in off-campus speakers have come under close scrutiny by the committee.
The second look at the budget
was made necessary whert fhe
committee found that they had requests for $314,000, although they
have only ,$200,000 to- allocate to
campus organiZittions.
Cut Out Requests
The committee must cut out all
unnecessar,y requests in order to
meet tlieir budget. A new proposal
that: is· going to be made by the
advi~Jor;r committee is that the
budget ·oi' the Host and Hospitality Committee of the Union Program Directorate be increased
substantially
The Host and Hospitality com•
mittee would then be responsible
for purchasing magazines for the
Union reading room and for
bringing in off-campus speakers
to the Union. Groups wishing· to
have a particular magazine placed
in the reading room must go to
the committee for their request.
(Continued on page 8)

•
UNM Performers
Leave for Texas
Three performing acts, two
dancers, a pianist, and guitar and
a bass, will enter the Texas A&M
Intercollegiate Talent show Saturday at College Station.
All three groups have been pop.
ular performers at UNM. Vic
Kamber, newly named program
assistant to Del Faddis in the
UNM Union, will accompany two
, boys and three girls.
Beth Anne Ertz will be one
entry as 'She plays the piano. Ben
Chavez and Ron Cardwell, guitarist and bass, will enter as another
team. Cissy King and Lucy Lindenborn will perform as a d~~;nce
team.
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On Thursday

Shakespeare Aids
Are Available for

English Students
"To be or not to be" depends
on the students at UNM. The first
of a proposed series of Shakespeare recordings will be played
at 4 p.m. Thursday in the theater
of the Student Union.
·Sponsored by the English department, they are intended to
aid Shakespeare classes lacking
the time to play full recordings.
Cooperating sponsor is the Student Union Host and Hospitality
committee. The first recording, a
product of the Shakespeare Recording Society, will be of "Romeo
and Juliet."
A spokesman for the English
department noted that continuation of the student aid recording
sessions will depend on student
attendance.

No. 71

Appeal to Abolish
Womeri's Hours is
Sent to the Dean

An informal proposal for the
abolishing of hours for senior
women has been submitted to
Dean Whiteside by the Associated
Women Students Executive Council, a reliable source reported to
the LOBO last night.
The proposal, if accepted by
Dean Whiteside, would probably
be on a probationary status for
weekends only during the rest of
the semester, said the source. The
sources indicated that if the proposal proved successful it would
be extended to include weekdays
next semester.
(,
PICKING UP STICKS: Members of the Alpha Phi Omega WomShows Interest
en's Auxiliary, UNM service fraternity, dean a divider on Central
According to the source, Dean
Ave. near the University in a move to join other University or,Whiteside has been non-committal
ganization in their efforts to keep the campus and the city of Alin the past but has shown inbuquerque clean and beautiful. The busy coeds are (from bottom
terestd in the informal proposal
to top) Marsha Kirk, Lorraine Schaefer, Cheryl Ostlund and
Sharon Metcalf.
submitted to her.
The formal proposal will be
submitted later this week, said the
source.
City Residents' Council, still
Dean Whiteside had the prostruggling for a larger member- posal submitted to her at the
ship, last night outlined plans for council last Friday. Whiteside,
a book loan program, introduced according to the source, then gave
a proposed iltudy system for city the council permission to formally
students, and approved appoint- submitt to her for formal conmenta to the executive board.
sideration. Dean Whiteside had
By United Press International
The White House issued a statePat Davidson, program com- formerly d<aclined to accept such
wASHINGTON _ One phase ment praising the vote on the
mittee chairman, explained the a proposal, said the source, until of the so called "Great Debate" military aid bill. The statement
book loan program which will a time when both the council and
also took note of Congressional
vary from all the standard pro- herself had ass"ured themselves of on Viet Nam ended yesterday concern about the war, saying
posals for resale of books.
their relative positions on the when the House and Senate over- "the President will continue to .. ,'?'
Books Are Loaned
question.
whelmingly passed President act responsibly as Commander-in
"The program will be set up
Johnson's request for $4.8-billion Chief.''
It Is a New Idea
t o pureh ase more m1'J't
first of all with a list of all the
1 ary eq u'p
1The White House said of the
bdoks that a student has that be
"We neve1' had anything like ment for Viet Nam. House ap- additional money for equipment,
wishes to loan to the program. this submitted before," said the proval came first, by a 392 to 4 "the President welcomes and our
At is now stands any student who source, "so we can't predict vote. All dissenting votes were fighting men and our allies will
corttributes to the fund (book whether Dean Whiteside will ap- cast by Democrats. 'rhe Senate gratefully approve the Congresfund) will be eligible to withdraw prove it or not."
vote was 93 to 2.
sional actions of today.''
a like number of books.''
Last year, said the source, the
Before the Senate wound UJ,l deThe White House evidently inMiss Davidson continued, "'rhis All Womens Council, passed a bate, it took up an amendment terpreted the votes as renewed
does not mean, however, that a resolution to have the proposal offered by Senator Wayne Morse. backing of administration policy.
city student must. contribute drawn up and submitted by the The Oregon Senator suggested re- So did administration supporters
books to borrow the books that Executive Council. It won over- peal of the 1964 resolution which in Congress. Sotne Democrats unhe is interested in. This program whelming support for the women gave the President power to com- happy with Asian policy disis designed to hefp all city stu- residents on campus,
bat Communist aggression in sented, saying they had little
She said the recent court case Southeast Asia. Only Senator choice but to vote for a bill to
dents.''
"The only regulation and rule against AWS had prevented an Ernest G~ue.ning voted . w!th provide equipment for U.S. troops
will be that the oorrower will. be earlier proposal from being sub· Morse agamst the authonzat10n in Viet Nam.
(Continued on '}Ja'g'e7~~dw~,l!JL
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